Black Forest Tour Package with Stuttgart (6 Days/ 5 Nights)
Stuttgart-Baden Baden-Triberg-Baden Baden-Frankfurt
Black Forest Tour Package with Stuttgart

Day 1:

Stuttgart

Welcome to Germany - The land of Festivals &amp; Fairy-tales. Upon arrival in Stuttgart, you will be
welcomed by your Cox &amp; Kings representative and transferred to your hotel (Private). Perhaps best
known as the headquarters of Mercedes-Benz and Porsche, Stuttgart has a number of first-rate art
collections and two museums that are sure to set the pulse of the motor-minded racing. Blessed with an air
of
relaxed prosperity and a keen sense of style, the city is one of the greenest in Europe - not only is it well-endowed with
parks, but it even has its own vineyards. You can take an optional visit to the Mercedes Benz Museum which reflects all
eras and milestones of the brand as well as the history of the company. On a tour through seven levels and 125 years of
automotive history, legend upon legend is lined up in chronological order on an area of 16,500sq.m in a building of unique
design.
Day 2:

Stuttgart-Baden Baden
After breakfast, proceed to the Stuttgart train station on own arrangements to board your train to Baden
Baden a premier spa resort town in the Black Forest. In the afternoon enjoy a guided walking tour. (On
Foot) In the afternoon enjoy a guided walking tour. Visit the 250 year old Casino, the Caracalla Baths,
Convent of the Holy Sepulchre, Einhards Basilica and Greek-Romanian Chapel.

Day 3:

Baden Baden-Triberg-Baden Baden
Excursion to the beautiful town Triberg. (Train)

Day 4:

Baden Baden
The day is free to explore the city on your own. The city has most beautiful casino in the world, two thermal
spas, International horse races and Europes second largest opera house which can be visited at leisure.

Day 5:

Baden Baden-Frankfurt
This morning, travel to Frankfurt by train and check in to your hotel. In the afternoon enjoy a City tour of
Frankfurt city. (Seat in Coach) In the afternoon, enjoy a city tour visiting the famous Frankfurt Skyline, the
banking district, the museum embankment, Old Sachsenhausen, City hall, St Pauls Cathedral and the
&quot;Roemerberg&quot;, the historical town centre.

Day 6:

Frankfurt
Today you will be transferred to Frankfurt airport for your flight back home (Private). We trust that you
enjoyed your Flexihol Vacation.
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